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We generalize the fundamental theorem for Burnside rings to the mark morphism of plus
constructions defined by Boltje. The main observation is the following: If D is a restriction
functor for a finite group G, then themarkmorphism ϕ : D+ → D+ is the same as the norm
map of the Tate cohomology sequence (over conjugation algebra for G) after composing
with a suitable isomorphism of D+. As a consequence, we obtain an exact sequence of
Mackey functors
0→ Êxt−1γ (ρ,D)→ D+ ϕ−→ D+ → Êxt0γ (ρ,D)→ 0
where ρ denotes the restriction algebra and γ denotes the conjugation algebra for G. Then,
we show how one can calculate these Tate groups explicitly using group cohomology and
give some applications to integrality conditions.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The Burnside ring of a finite group G is defined as the Grothendieck ring of the isomorphism classes of G-sets, where
addition and multiplication are given by disjoint union and Cartesian product, respectively. As a group, the Burnside ring
B(G) of G is a free abelian group with basis given by the set {[G/H] | H ∈ Cl(G)}where Cl(G) denotes a set of representatives
of conjugacy classes of subgroups ofG. The ring structure in terms of this basis is given by the so-called double coset formula,
which is a decomposition formula for the product [G/H][G/K ] in terms of the basis elements of B(G).
In order to understand the structure of the Burnside ring, one often considers themark homomorphism ϕ : B(G)→ C(G)
where C(G) is the ring of superclass functions on G. A superclass function f ∈ C(G) is a function from subgroups of G
to integers which is constant on conjugacy classes of subgroups. The set of superclass functions C(G) forms a ring in the
obvious way. The mark homomorphism ϕ : B(G)→ C(G) is defined as the linear extension of the assignment which takes
a G-set X to the superclass function fX : K 7→ |XK |. Here K is a subgroup of G, and XK denotes the set of K -fixed points in X .
The fundamental result concerning themark homomorphism is the following theoremwhich is due to Dress [8] (see also [3]
or [7]).
Theorem 1.1 (Fundamental Theorem). Let G be a finite group. Then, there is an exact sequence of abelian groups
where ϕ is the mark homomorphism and WG(H) := NG(H)/H is the Weyl group of H in G.
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There are several generalizations of the Burnside ring, some of which are the crossed Burnside ring, the monomial
Burnside ring, and the cohomological Burnside ring. In each case, there is an analog of the ring of class functions and the
mark homomorphism, which satisfies an analogous exact sequence (see, for example, [10,9]). A systematic approach to
generalized Burnside rings is given by Boltje, in the context of the theory of canonical induction formulae. The main tool of
this theory is the lower and upper plus constructions which, in special cases, produce the Burnside ring Mackey functor as
well as its generalizations. To understand these constructions, we need to introduce some more terminology.
Let G be a finite group and R be a noetherian commutative ring with unity. AMackey functor for G over R is a quadruple
(M, t, c, r) whereM is a family of R-modulesM(H) for each subgroup H ≤ G, called the coordinate module at H . Between
these modules, there are families of three types of maps, called transfer maps, conjugation maps, and restriction maps,
denoted by t, c , and r respectively. These maps are subject to certain relations, including the Mackey formula (see [12]). We
denote the functor category of Mackey functors by MackR(G).
One can also consider restriction functors (that is a triple (M, c, r) with the above notation) and conjugation functors
(that is a couple (M, c)). As above, we have the categories ResR(G) and ConR(G). Now the lower plus construction, denoted
by−+, is a functor ResR(G)→ MackR(G) and the upper plus construction, denoted by−+, is a functor ConR(G)→ MackR(G)
(see [4]). If one starts with a restriction functor D and applies the plus constructions to D, then there is a natural morphism
of Mackey functors ϕ : D+ → D+ which we call, following Boltje [4], the mark morphism for D. Now our main theorem is
the following.
Theorem 1.2 (Fundamental Theorem for Plus Constructions). Let D be a restriction functor over a Noetherian ring R. Then there
is an exact sequence of Mackey functors
where ρ and γ denote the restriction algebra and the conjugation algebra for G, and ϕ is the markmorphism of plus constructions.
The idea behind the proof is simple: It is well-known that Mackey functors can be realized as modules over theMackey
algebraµR(G) (see [12]). Similarly, we can consider the restriction algebra ρR(G) and the conjugation algebra γR(G). It is shown
in [6] that the lower plus construction−+ is just induction Indµρ and the upper plus construction−+ is the composition of
inflation Infτγ and coinduction Coind
µ
τ . Here τR(G) is the transfer algebrawhosemodules are called transfer functors. A transfer
functor is a triple (M, t, c) like a restriction functor. The proof of the main theorem depends on these equivalences given
in [6] which we briefly explain in Section 2. The key argument in the proof is to show that after composing it with a suitable
isomorphism, the mark morphism ϕ : D+ → D+ given in Theorem 1.2 is the same as the normmap ν of the following Tate
cohomology sequence
once we take C = Res ργD. Note that since γ is Morita equivalent to a direct sum of group algebras, the Tate cohomology is
defined in this case. The exactness of the above sequence is proved in Lemma 5.8 of [1].
In Section 4, we show that the Ext groups seen in the Theorem 1.2 can be calculated in terms of group cohomology, i.e.,
as the direct sum of Tate cohomology of certain finite groups. We do these calculations in Section 4. When R = Z and D is
the constant restriction functor, we recover Theorem 1.1.
Another application of Theorem 1.2 is to the integrality conditions. Note that there are various choices for ψ in
Theorem 1.1 which make the sequence exact. For example, we can take ψ as the map whose K -th coordinate is given by
ψK (f ) =
∑
K≤L
µ(K , L)f (L) (mod|WG(K)|).
For an element f ∈ C(G), the condition that f ∈ imϕ is called the integrality condition. Different definitions of ψ give us
different integrality conditions. Recently Boltje [5] found some interesting integrality conditions which seem to have some
group cohomology flavor. One of Boltje’s results gives that the integrality of a superclass function can be decided by checking
it on the Sylow p-subgroups of the Weyl groupWG(K) = NG(K)/K (with a changed sum). In Section 5, we explain how this
follows from the Tate cohomology interpretation of the cokernel of the mark homomorphism and a well-known detection
result in group cohomology.
Ourmain theoremon integrality conditions is Theorem5.1which is very similar to Theorem2.2 in [5]. The only difference
is that Boltje assumes that the functor D has a stable basis and writes his conditions in terms of stabilizers of the basis
elements. Here, we remove the condition that D has a stable basis and prove a version of Boltje’s theorem which does not
depend on any basis choice.
2. Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, letG be a finite group and R be a noetherian commutative ringwith unity. Consider the free algebra
on the variables cgH , r
H
K , t
H
K for each K ≤ H ≤ G and each g ∈ G. We define the Mackey algebra µR(G) for G over R, written
µ, as the quotient of this algebra by the ideal generated by the following six relations. Let L ≤ K ≤ H ≤ G and h ∈ H and
g, g ′ ∈ G, then
(1) chH = rHH = tHH
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(2) cg
′
gHc
g
H = cg
′g
H and r
K
L r
H
K = rHL and tHK tKL = tHL
(3) cgK r
H
K = rgHgK cgH and cgH tHK = t
gH
gK c
g
K
(4) rHJ t
H
K =
∑
x∈J\H/K t
J
J ∩x K c
x
Jx∩K r
K
Jx∩K for J ≤ H (Mackey Relation)
(5)
∑
H≤G cH = 1 where cH := c1H .
(6) All other products of generators are zero.
It is known that, lettingH and K run over the subgroups ofG, letting g run over the double coset representativesHgK ⊂ G,
and letting L run over representatives of the subgroups of Hg ∩ K up to conjugacy, then the elements tHg L cgL rKL run (without
repetition) over the elements of an R-basis for the Mackey algebra µR(G) (cf. [12, Section 3]).
We denote by ρR(G), called the restriction algebra for G over R, the subalgebra of the Mackey algebra generated by c
g
H and
rHK for K ≤ H ≤ G and g ∈ G. We denote by τR(G) the transfer algebra for G over R the subalgebra generated by cgH and tHK
for K ≤ H ≤ G and g ∈ G. The conjugation algebra, denoted γR(G), is the subalgebra generated by the elements cgH . When
there is no ambiguity, we write µ = µR(G), ρ = ρR(G), τ = τR(G), and γ = γR(G). Evidently, the restriction algebra ρ has
generators cgJ r
K
J , the transfer algebra τ has generators c
g
K t
K
J and the conjugation algebra γ has generators c
g
J .
We define aMackey functor for G over R to be aµR(G)-module. Similarly, we define a restriction functor, a transfer functor,
and a conjugation functor as a ρR(G)-module, a τR(G)-module, and a γR(G)-module, respectively. In order to show that this
definition of a Mackey functor is equivalent to the definition given in the previous section, let M be a µR(G)-module. We
define the coordinate module at H of the corresponding Mackey functor as cH M and define the maps via the action of the
Mackey algebra. Conversely, given a Mackey functor (M, t, c, r), the corresponding µR(G)-module is given by⊕H≤GM(H)
and the action of the Mackey algebra is induced by the maps t, c , and r . It is straightforward to check that this gives an
equivalence (see also [12]). Similar comments apply to the other three functors.
Now consider the triangle of functors given below, called theMackey triangle, which was introduced in [6]:
Here the square in the middle consists of trivial inclusions, and the surjections τ → γ and ρ → γ are the canonical
projection maps, with the kernel consisting of proper transfer and restriction maps. The Mackey triangle gives rise to some
equivalences between certain functors between module categories of these algebras. In the following theorem, we collect
together some of these equivalences that we will use later in the proof of our main theorem. Proofs of these propositions
can be found in [6].
Proposition 2.1 (Coşkun [6]). The following natural equivalences hold.
1. Res µτ Ind
µ
ρ
∼= Indτγ Res ργ .
2. Res µρ Coind
µ
τ
∼= Coindργ Res τγ .
3. Res τγ Inf
τ
γ
∼= idγ .
As mentioned in the introduction, we have the following characterization of the plus constructions.
Proposition 2.2 (Coşkun [6]). Under the equivalence µR(G)mod ∼= MackR(G) of categories, the following equivalences of functors
hold.
1. Indµρ ∼= −+.
2. Coindµτ Inf
τ
γ
∼= −+.
Note that all the equivalences in these propositions are canonical. Indeed, the composite functor in the third part of
Proposition 2.1 is equal to the identity functor. In the first two parts, we use the canonical isomorphism τ ⊗γ ρ → µ given
in [6, Theorem 3.2] and the canonical adjunction isomorphism for induction and coinduction. Also the equivalences for the
plus constructions are natural and canonical. Throughout the paper, we fix all these canonical isomorphisms and regard
these functors as equal.
Now, we explain themark homomorphism of plus constructions. Let D be a ρ-module. Recall that the coordinatemodule
D+(H) at H of D+ is given by
D+(H) =
(⊕
L≤H
D(L)
)
H
and the module D+(H) is given by
D+(H) =
(∏
L≤H
D(L)
)H
.
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We denote the elements of D+(H) as tuples (xK )K≤H where xK ∈ D(K) and the elements in D+(H) as tHK ⊗ a where K ≤ H
and a ∈ D(K). For a detailed information on plus constructions and the definition of restriction, transfer, and conjugation
maps, we refer the reader to [4]. Note that these maps induce from the usual actions of Mackey algebra on induction and
coinduction under the identification given in Proposition 2.2. In fact, this is whywe use the notation tHK ⊗a for basis elements
instead of the notation [K , a]H used by Boltje in [4,5]. It makes it easier to calculate the action of Mackey algebra on D+(H).
Themark morphism for D is the map
ϕ : D+ → D+
given, for subgroups K ≤ H of G and an element tHK ⊗ a of D+(H), by
ϕH(tHK ⊗ a) =
 ∑
h∈H/K ,L≤h K
r
hK
L (
ha)

L≤H
.
Note that when D is the constant ρ-module, that is when D(H) = R for any H ≤ G and any restriction map is the identity
map, the mark morphism for D coincides with the usual mark homomorphism.
Finally we need the following result concerning the γ –γ -bimodule ρ∗ := Homγ (ρ, γ ). Note that as a right γ -module,
ρ∗ is the γ -dual of the γ -module ρ. Hence the right γ -module structure is the usual one and ρ∗ becomes a γ –γ -bimodule
via the action of γ on the left given by right multiplication. First it is easy to see that, as a γ –γ -bimodule, the restriction
algebra decomposes as
ρ =
⊕
K ≤G G,L≤K K
γ rKL γ .
Hence the γ –γ -bimodule ρ has basis {rKL : L≤K K , K ≤G G}. Therefore the module ρ∗ has basis {r˜KL : L≤K K , K ≤G G}which
is completely determined by the following four properties. Let L ≤ K ≤ G, and N ≤ M ≤ G then
1. r˜KL (r
M
N ) = 0 unlessM = gK for some g ∈ G and N = MgL.
2. r˜KL (r
gK
g L ) = (cgK r˜KL cg
−1
L )(r
K
L ) for any g ∈ G.
3. r˜KL (r
K
kL) = ckL (r˜KL (rKL )) for any k ∈ K .
4. r˜KL (r
K
L ) =
∑
x∈NK (L)/L c
x
L .
Now we can prove the characterization of the module ρ∗.
Lemma 2.3. The γ –γ -bimodules ρ∗ and τ are isomorphic.
Proof. As the γ –γ -bimodule ρ, the γ –γ -bimodule τ has basis {tKL : L≤K K , K ≤G G}. It is straightforward to check that the
correspondence r˜KL 7→ tKL associating the above basis of ρ∗ to the basis of τ is an isomorphism of γ –γ -bimodules. 
3. Proof of the main theorem
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.2 stated in Section 1. We prove the theorem in two steps. First we prove it for the
diagonal part of the mark morphism from which our main theorem follows. Here the diagonal part of the mark morphism
is the map
N D : Res µγ D+ → Res µγ D+
given byN DH (t
H
K ⊗ a) =
(∑
h∈H/K ,L=hK ha
)
L≤H
.
Proposition 3.1. Let D be a ρ-module. There is an exact sequence of γ -modules
whereN D is the diagonal part of the mark morphism for D.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, we have
Res µγ D+ = Res τγ Indτγ Res ργ D
and
Res µγ D
+ = Res µγ Coindµτ Infτγ Res ργ D = Res ργ Coindργ Res ργ D.
Also, by Lemma 2.3, we have ρ∗γ ∼= τγ as γ -γ -bimodules. So, we have
Res τγ Ind
τ
γ Res
ρ
γD ∼= ρ∗⊗γ Res ργD
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as left γ -modules. Therefore Res µγ D+ ∼= ρ∗⊗γ C and Res µγ D+ ∼= Homγ (ρ, C)where C = Res ργD. Now, by Lemma 5.8 in [1],
the sequence
is exact where ν is given by ν(α ⊗ c)(x) = α(x)c for α ∈ ρ∗ = Homγ (ρ, γ ), c ∈ C , and x ∈ ρ. Note that Res ργ ρ satisfies
the condition of the Lemma 5.8 in [1], that is Res ργ ρ has finite Gorenstein dimension, by Example 3.3(2) in [1].
Hence it remains to show that the morphism ν coincides with the diagonal part of the mark morphism N D. It suffices
to show that for any H ≤ G, we have N DH = νH . Fix H ≤ G. The map νH : ρ∗⊗γ C(H) → Homγ (ρ, C)(H) is given by
νH(r˜HK ⊗ c)(rHL ) = r˜HK (rHL )c. Note that the map νH(r˜HK ⊗ c) is determined uniquely by its values at the elements rHL for L ≤ H
since Homγ (ρ, C)(H) = Homγ (ρ cH , C) and it commutes with conjugation maps. Moreover, since r˜HK (rHL )c = 0 unless
L=H K , the map is determined by its values at the elements rHL with L=h K for some h ∈ H . But in this case rHL = chK rHK . Thus
the map νH(r˜HK ⊗ c) is determined by its value at K and we have
νH(r˜HK ⊗ c)(rHK ) =
∑
h∈NH (K)/K
hc.
On the other hand, it is easy to see thatN DH (r˜
H
K ⊗ c), which is equal toN DH (tHK ⊗ c), is also determined by its K -th coordinate
and
N DH (t
H
K ⊗ c) =
∑
h∈H/K ,K =h K
hc =
∑
h∈NH (K)/K
hc.
ThereforeN DH = νH as required. 
Now we prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. It is enough to prove the exactness for each G. But, then it is enough to prove exactness by first
restricting the entire sequence to γ . Once we prove the exactness of the sequence, the Mackey functor structure of the Ext
groups will be evident. Indeed, let K ≤ H be subgroups of G. Then we have the following diagram
By diagram chasing, there are well-defined maps Êxt
i
γ (ρ,D)(H) → Êxtiγ (ρ,D)(K) for i = −1, 0. Considering a similar
diagram, we also obtain well-defined transfer and conjugation maps. It is straightforward to check that these maps satisfy
the relations (1)–(6) of the previous section. Hence via thesemaps, theR-modules Êxt
i
γ (ρ,D)with i = −1, 0 becomeMackey
functors, as required.
In order to prove exactness after restricting to γ , consider the following triangle
where ϕD and N D are as defined above and ηD : Res µγ D+ → Res µγ D+ is defined as follows. Given H ≤ G and
(xL)L≤H ∈ D+(H). Then
ηDH
(
(xL)L≤H
) = (∑
L≤K
µ(L, K) rKL xK
)
L≤H
.
Note that the morphism ηD is introduced, in a special case, in [9]. We claim that the above triangle commutes, that is,
ηD ◦ ϕD = N D. To prove this, recall that by [4, Section 2.1], given H ≤ G, any element x ∈ D+(H) has the form
x =
∑
K≤H,vK∈D(K)
tHK ⊗ vK .
Since the morphisms ηD, ϕD andN D are all linear, it suffices to prove the claim for an arbitrary element of the form tHK ⊗ v.
By the definition of the mark morphism given in the previous section, for a given subgroup L ≤ H , we have
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((ηH ◦ ϕH)(tHK ⊗ v))L =
∑
L≤N
µ(L,N)rNL
∑
g∈H/K ,N ≤g K
r
gK
N
gv
=
∑
g∈H/K
r
gK
L
gv
∑
L≤N≤gK
µ(L,N)
=
∑
g∈H/K
r
gK
L
gvbgK = Lc
where ba = bc is 1 if a = b and zero otherwise. Therefore putting L = K , we obtain
((ηH ◦ ϕH)(tHK ⊗ v))K =
∑
g∈H/K ,K=gK
gv = (NH(tHK ⊗ v))K
as required. It is proved, in a special case, in [9] that ηD is an isomorphism. Using the same argument, we can prove that the
morphism ηD is an isomorphism in general. Now, the proof of Theorem 1.2 follows from Lemma 3.2 below. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Λ be a ring and let α : A→ B andβ : B→ C bemaps of Λ-modules and denote the composition by ζ : A→ C.
If β is an isomorphism, then kerα ∼= ker ζ and cokerα ∼= coker ζ .
Proof. By Proposition 4.5 in [2], in this situation, there exist unique maps making the following diagram commute:
Moreover the outer perimeter sequence is exact. When β is an isomorphism, we have kerβ = cokerβ = 0, so we obtain
the desired result. 
It is easy to see that over a field of characteristic zero, say over Q, the conjugation algebra γ is semisimple. So over Q,
the Ext groups in Theorem 1.2 vanish. Thus the mark morphism is an isomorphism in this case. We can find the inverse of
the mark morphism easily. Let D be a ρQ(G)-module. Then, by the above proof, the mark morphism ϕD satisfies the equality
ηD ◦ ϕD = N D. Therefore we get
(ϕD)−1 = (N D)−1 ◦ ηD.
Now the inverse ofN D is given by
(N DH )
−1((xK )K≤H) =
∑
K ≤H H
|K |
|NH(K)| t
H
K ⊗ xK =
∑
K≤H
|K |
|H| t
H
K ⊗ xK
where H is a subgroup of G and (xK )K≤H ∈ D+(H). Then by composing with ηD, we get
(ϕDH)
−1((xK )K≤H) = (N DH )−1
(∑
L≤K
µ(L, K) rKL xK
)
L≤H

= 1|H|
∑
L≤K≤H
|L|µ(L, K) (tHL ⊗ rKL xK ).
Note that the inverse (ϕD)−1 of the mark morphism is a scalar multiple of the map
σ DH : (xK )K≤H 7→
∑
L≤K≤H
|L|µ(L, K) (tHL ⊗ rKL xK )
which is usually referred to as an almost inverse to ϕD (cf. [4, Proposition 2.4]) because of the following property.
Corollary 3.3 (Boltje [4]). Let D be a ρR(G)-module and H ≤ G. Then
σ DH ◦ ϕDH = |H| idD+(H) and ϕDH ◦ σ DH = |H| idD+(H).
4. Calculation of the Tate Ext groups
In this section, we calculate the Tate Ext groups appearing in Theorem 1.2 in terms of the Tate Ext groups for group
algebras. This result will generalize fundamental theorems for several generalized Burnside rings.
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Theorem 4.1. Let C be a γ -module. Then there is an isomorphism of R-modules
Êxt
i
γ (ρ, C) ∼=
⊕
K≤G
⊕
H ≤K K
Ĥ i(WK (H), C(H))
for each i, where Ĥ i(G,N) denotes the i-th Tate cohomology group of G with coefficients in N.
Proof. First note that any γ -module C has the following decomposition
C ∼=
⊕
H ≤G G
CH,C(H)
where CH,C(H) is the γ -submodule of C generated by the H-th coordinate module of C . Since induction and coinduction are
additive, it suffices to prove the theorem for the γ -module CH,V where V := C(H). Since, up to conjugation, CH,V has a unique
non-zero coordinate module, which is H , the following isomorphism holds
Êxt
i
γ (ρ, CH,V ) ∼= ÊxtiRWG(H)(cHρ, V )
where cH = c1H and cHρ is the H-th coordinate of the γ -module ρ. Indeed this follows easily since the conjugation algebra
γ is Morita equivalent to the algebra⊕H ≤G G RWG(H) and the cohomology functor is Morita invariant.
Now theWG(H)-module cHρ can be decomposed as
cHρ =
⊕
K≤G
cHρcK
by multiplying from the right by the unit 1 = ∑K≤G cK of the conjugation algebra γ . This implies the following
decomposition.
Êxt
i
γ (ρ, CH,V ) ∼=
⊕
K≤G
Êxt
i
RWG(H)(cHρcK , V ).
To complete the proof, it remains to decompose the modules cHρcK for each K ≤ G. So let us fix K ≤ G for the rest of the
proof and find the K -th coordinate of the Ext group. It is easy to see that the R-basis of the Mackey algebra given in Section 2
gives the R-basis {cxHx rKHx : H, K ≤ G, x ∈ H \ G/K ,Hx ≤ K} of the restriction algebra ρ. Using this basis, we get
cHρcK ∼=
⊕
x∈H\G/K ,Hx≤K
RcxHx r
K
Hx =
⊕
x∈G/K ,Hx≤K
RcxHx r
K
Hx .
Here the second equality holds because H ≤x K implies that HxK = xK . Thus it is clear from the above decomposition that
the RWG(H)-module cHρcK is a permutation module with the permutation basis
X = XKH = {xK ∈ G/K : Hx ≤ K}
whereWG(H) acts on the left by multiplication.
Now we find theWG(H) orbits of the set X and the stabilizers of the orbits. It is easy to see that x, x′ ∈ X are in the same
orbit if the subgroups Hx and Hx′ are K -conjugate. To find the stabilizers, let x ∈ X and n ∈ NG(H). Then n is in the stabilizer
of x in NG(H) if, and only if, the equality nxK = xK holds. But nxK = xK holds if, and only if, n∈x K . Hence we get
stabNG(H)(x) = NG(H)∩x K = NxK (H).
Therefore we obtain
X ∼=
⊕
x∈T (H,K)
NG(H)/NxK (H)
where T (H, K) = NG(H) \ X is a set of representatives of NG(H)-orbits of X . As a result we get
Êxt
i
RWG(H)(cHρcK , V )
∼=
⊕
x∈T (H,K)
Êxt
i
RWG(H)(Ind
NG(H)
NxK (H)
R, V ).
Now by Shapiro’s Lemma, we obtain
Êxt
i
RWG(H)(cHρcK , V )
∼=
⊕
x∈T (H,K)
Êxt
i
RWxK (H)
(R, V ).
Finally notice that the index set T (H, K) above is counting the K -conjugacy classes of H . Indeed, consider the set {NG(H)x ∈
G/NG(H)}/K where K acts on {NG(H)x ∈ NG(H) \ G} by right multiplication. It is clear that the K -classes of the G-classes
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of the subgroup H is parameterized by this set. Moreover the correspondence NG(H)(xK) → (NG(H)x)K gives a bijection
between T (H, K) and {NG(H)x ∈ NG(H) \ G}/K . Hence we can rewrite the last isomorphism as
Êxt
i
RWG(H)(cHρcK , V )
∼=
⊕
L≤K K ,L=G H
Êxt
i
RWK (L)(R, C(L)).
Now the result follows as Ĥ i(G,N) := ÊxtiRG(R,N) for any group G and any RG-module N . 
Now we can make the maps in Theorem 1.2 more explicit. For simplicity, assume that R = Z and for each H ≤ G, the
R-module D+(H) has no non-trivial |H|-torsion. Recall that by Theorem 1.2, we have the following exact sequence.
Now by Theorem 4.1, we get Êxt
−1
γ (ρ,D) is zero and for each K ≤ G, we obtain
Êxt
0
γ (ρ,D)(K) ∼=
⊕
H ≤K K
Ĥ0(WK (H),D(H)).
So, for each K ≤ G, there is an exact sequence of abelian groups
where ψK is given by composition qK ◦ ηK where ηK is as given in Section 3 and qK is the quotient map in the following
sequence
Note that there are isomorphisms ofWG(K)-modules
D+(K) ∼=
⊕
H ≤K K
D(H)WK (H)
and
D+(K) ∼=
⊕
H ≤K K
D(H)WK (H).
Therefore the quotient map in the above sequence is the sum of the canonical surjections
qHK : D(H)WK (H) → Ĥ0(WK (H),D(H)).
So we have proved the following.
Corollary 4.2. For each K ≤ G, the following sequence is exact.
where qK :=∑H ≤K K qHK and qHK is the usual quotient map of the Tate cohomology sequence for group algebras.
There is an easy corollary of Theorem 4.1. Note that the Tate cohomology groups Ĥ i(G, V ), for i = −1, 0 are annihilated
by the order |G| of G. Therefore we obtain the following well-known result.
Corollary 4.3 (Thévenaz [11]). The kernel and cokernel of the mark morphism is annihilated by the integer
∏
H≤G |NG(H) : H|.
In particular, ϕ is an isomorphism if, and only if, |G| is invertible in R.
When the ρ-module D has a G-stable basis, it is possible to decompose the Ext groups further. Now, we discuss how this
can be done. Let D be a ρ-module with a G-stable basisB = (BH)H≤G, that is,BH is an R-basis for D(H) and for any g ∈ G,
we have cgH(BH) = BgH (cf. [4, Definition 7.1]. It is clear that the later condition gives an NG(H)-action on the setBH . Note
further that H acts trivially onBH since chH is equal to the identity for any element h of H . Therefore we obtain the following
isomorphism of RWG(H)-modules
D(H) ∼= RBH .
Now theWG(H)-setBH decomposes into transitiveWG(H)-sets as
BH ∼=
⊕
φ∈[WG(H)\BH ]
WG(H)/WG(H, φ)
where the sum is over representatives of orbits ofWG(H) onBH and the groupWG(H, φ) = NH(H, φ)/H is the stabilizer in
WG(H) of the basis element φ ∈ BH . Thus we can write the above isomorphism as
D(H) ∼=
⊕
φ∈[WG(H)\BH ]
RWG(H)/WG(H, φ) ∼=
⊕
φ∈[WG(H)\BH ]
IndWG(H)WG(H,φ)R.
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Therefore we have proved the following.
Corollary 4.4. Let D be a ρ-module with a G-stable basisB = (BH)H≤G. Then, there is an isomorphism of R-modules
Êxt
i
γ (ρ,D)(G) ∼=
⊕
H ≤G G
⊕
φ∈[WG(H)\BH ]
Ĥ i(WG(H, φ), R).
5. Integrality conditions
Throughout this section, assume that R = Z. In this section, we find integrality conditions for the elements of theMackey
functor D+. An element f ∈ D+(G) is called integral if it is in the image of the mark morphism ϕG. Thus we are to find
conditions on f to be in the image of ϕG. Note that in [5], Boltje found integrality conditions when the ρ-module D has a
G-stable basis. We generalize his result to arbitrary D, as follows.
Theorem 5.1. Let f = (fK )K≤G ∈ D+(G). Then the following are equivalent.
1. f is in the image of ϕG.
2. The equality
qHQ
( ∑
H≤K≤Q
µ(H, K)rKH (fK )
)
= 0 (∗)
holds for any H ≤ Q ≤ G.
3. The equality (∗) holds for any H ≤ G and for Q = NG(H).
4. The equality (∗) holds for any H ≤ G and for any H ≤ P ≤ NG(H) such that P/H is a Sylow subgroup of NG(H)/H.
Proof. The proof is very similar to the proof of Theorem 2.2 in [5]. We include it for the convenience of the reader. It is clear
that (2) implies (3) and (4). We shall show that (1) implies (2) and each (3) and (4) implies (1). Note that the equality (∗) is
just the H-th component of qQ ◦ ηQ (rGQ f ). But then (1) implies (2) trivially since if f is in the image of ϕG then rGQ f is in the
image of ϕQ . So it remains to show that each (3) and (4) implies (1).
First suppose that the equality (∗) is satisfied for each H and for Q = NG(H). Let {H1,H2, . . . ,Hn} be a set of
representatives ofG-conjugacy classes of subgroups ofGofmaximal orderwith fHi non-zero.Weprove the claimby induction
on o(f ) := |Hi|. It is trivial if f = 0. Otherwise applying the condition (3) for Hi, we get fHi = NWG(Hi)(ai) for some ai ∈ D(Hi).
Now consider the element
f ′ = f −
∑
Hi
ϕG(tGHi ⊗ ai).
It is clear that ϕG(tGHi ⊗ ai) is non-zero only at subgroups of G which are conjugate to a subgroup of Hi, and it is fHi at Hi.
Therefore o(f ′) < o(f ) and by induction f ′ is in the image of ϕG. Hence, f is integral.
Finally assume that the condition (4) holds. We argue by induction on o(f ) again. Let Hi be as above and fix an i ∈
{1, 2, . . . , n}. It suffices to show that qHiNG(Hi)(fHi) = 0. There is nothing to prove if Hi = NG(Hi). Otherwise the equality (∗)
applied to H = Hi and P being a subgroup as in part (4) gives that qHiP (fHi) = 0. But this holds for all Sylow subgroups of
NG(Hi)/Hi. Since the restriction map
Ĥ0(WG(Hi),D(Hi))→
⊕
P∈Syl(WG(Hi))
Ĥ0(P,D(Hi))
is injective, the result follows. 
The integrality conditions lie in the group Êxt
0
γ (ρ,D). But it is possible to describe these conditions via the group
Êxt
−1
γ (ρ, (Q/Z)D) in the following way. As shown in Section 3, the mark morphism is an isomorphism over Q. So given
a subgroup H of G and an element (xK )K≤H in D+(H), there exists an element XH in QD+(H) such that ϕH(XH) = (xK )K≤H .
Now the element (xK )K≤H is called integral if XH is in D+(H). Now consider the following commutative diagram
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with exact rows. Note that since (xK )K≤H is in D+(H), we have ϕH ◦piH(XH) = 0. Hence piH(XH) comes from an element, say
ζH , in Êxt
−1
γ (ρ, (Q/Z)D)(H). By the commutativity of the diagram, (xK )K≤H is integral if, and only if, ζH is zero. Note that ζH
is the class associated to ψH(xH) under the isomorphism
Êxt
−1
γ (ρ, (Q/Z)D) ∼= Êxt0γ (ρ,D)
induced by the short exact sequence 0 → Z → Q → Q/Z → 0. This illustrates one of the ways we can use homological
algebra to understand integrality conditions. We also tried to find some applications of our Tate sequence to canonical
induction formulae. We think there should exist some homological conditions which are expressible in terms of Tate
cohomology and that are equivalent to the integrality of a chosen canonical induction formula. But, we were not able to
find such a condition. We leave this as an open problem.
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